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ABSTRACT: Measurements of the friction coefficient of steel-on-ice over a large temperature range reveal very high friction at low temperatures (−100 °C) and a steep decrease in the friction coefficient with increasing temperature. Very low friction is only found over the limited temperature range typical for ice skating. The strong decrease in the friction coefficient with increasing temperature exhibits Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy of $E_a \approx 11.5$ kJ mol$^{-1}$. Remarkably, molecular dynamics simulations of the ice–air interface reveal a very similar activation energy for the mobility of surface molecules. Weakly hydrogen-bonded surface molecules diffuse over the surface in a rolling motion, their number and mobility increasing with increasing temperature. This correlation between macroscopic friction and microscopic molecular mobility indicates that slippery ice arises from the high mobility of its surface molecules, making the ice surface smooth and the shearing of the weakly bonded surface molecules easy.

Sliding friction on ice is of paramount importance to a wide variety of subjects and phenomena including glaciology, automotive safety, frost heave, and winter sports. In each of these examples, ice surfaces can display an unusually low level of friction under a wide variety of conditions. Since the 19th century, this slipperiness of ice has continued to attract the attention of many scientists. A great variety of experimental and theoretical approaches have been deployed to elucidate the complex nature of sliding friction on ice, including but not limited to atomic force microscopy, sum-frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy, and molecular simulations. However, the precise molecular mechanism of the slipperiness remains unclear, despite a large number of studies dedicated to this important phenomenon.

Here we perform macroscopic sphere-on-ice friction measurements that cover a larger range in temperature (−100–0 °C) and sliding speed ($10^{-6}$–$10^{-1}$ m s$^{-1}$) than most studies to date. The main finding is that between −100 and −10 °C the friction coefficient ($\mu$), defined as the ratio of frictional to normal force, shows a strong Arrhenius-type temperature dependence, causing it to decrease by over an order of magnitude from values characteristic of normal solids ($\mu \approx 0.5$) to slippery values ($\mu \approx 0.01$). The activation energy for the Arrhenius behavior is the same as that for the surface diffusion of ice molecules.$^{2,24}$ Our molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reveal the existence of two types of water at the topmost ice surface, one of which is very mobile; at high temperatures, this mobile water is enriched, accelerating the reorganization of the ice surface and making the surface smooth. Increasing the temperature, the friction decreases in a very similar manner to the inverse diffusion coefficient of the topmost water molecules on ice, suggesting that the sliding is facilitated by the topmost (mobile) surface ice molecules. At low temperatures, the surface mobility slows down and we observe strong velocity strengthening behavior, indicating that when the diffusion is too slow to accommodate the sliding motion friction increases.

We employ steel-on-ice sliding experiments over a large range of temperatures by using a 2.4 mm radius sphere-on-flat contact geometry; the use of a sphere allows us to estimate the contact area and penetration depth. The smooth stainless steel sphere is glued to a rheometer tool. By rotating the tool, the rheometer imposes sliding speeds for the sphere on the flat ice surface in the range of $10^{-6}$–$10^{-1}$ m s$^{-1}$ while simultaneously measuring the normal, $N$, and frictional force, $F$ (Figure 1b). The friction coefficient $\mu = \frac{F}{N}$, the ratio of the frictional to the normal force, is as low as $\mu = 0.01$ at temperatures around −7 °C (Figure 1a), a value similar to that obtained in actual ice skating. However, changing the temperature over a large range, we find a strong temperature dependence of $\mu$. A consequence of its dramatic increase at low temperatures is that at low
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temperatures the ice surface is not slippery at all; the measured friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.5$ at $-100$ °C is typical for dry friction such as that between the same steel sphere and a glass surface (Figure S1).

The behavior of the friction coefficient as a function of temperature is in addition found to be nonmonotonic: from very low temperatures to roughly $-7$ °C, the friction coefficient steeply decreases, but above $-7$ °C, the friction coefficient rises sharply again (Figure 1a). This shows that there is an optimal temperature for sliding on ice of about $-7$ °C, which is indeed the temperature at which most skating rinks are kept to provide the fastest skating times. The sharp increase upon approaching the melting temperature can be rationalized as follows. Visual inspection of the ice surface shows that when the friction coefficient becomes high in this temperature range the sphere leaves a clearly visible ploughing track (Figure S2): the ice has plastically deformed. The sphere-on-flat geometry used here allows us to calculate the ploughing force based on the penetration hardness of the ice and the resulting ploughing cross section between the steel and the ice. The experimental friction coefficient for temperatures close to melting agrees well with this simple calculation (blue line in Figure 1a and Supporting Information). Furthermore, independent penetration experiments in which the sphere is pressed onto the ice surface and retracted again indeed show that at temperatures above $-7$ °C the contact becomes fully plastic and the ice is irreversibly deformed (Figure S6).

Below $-7$ °C, the contact is purely elastic and the ice surface is not affected by the sliding. In this elastic regime, the friction force is proportional to the area of contact predicted by Hertzian (elastic) contact mechanics and independent of the average contact pressure (Figures S1 and S2). Interestingly, the elastic properties of the ice do not vary greatly with temperature, and therefore, the contact area does not either. Consequently, because the friction force is proportional to the contact area, the change in friction observed at temperatures between $-100$ and $-7$ °C must result from a change in the shear strength of the ice surface itself. Indeed, we find identical frictional behavior when we replace the steel sphere with a glass sphere (Figure S3). To investigate the nature of the change in shear strength, we vary the sliding velocity over more than 4 orders of magnitude (Figure 1b). Perhaps surprisingly, we find that in the low-friction regime the friction coefficient is independent of the sliding velocity. In the high-friction regime at low temperatures, however, we observe a marked velocity strengthening of the friction coefficient. Both results indicate that frictional heating does not play an important role in the experiments (Figure S9).

The macroscopic ice friction experiments suggest the presence of an ice surface layer that differs from the bulk and that somehow “lubricates” the contact as the temperature is increased from $-100$ to $-7$ °C. To obtain molecular-level information about this layer, we performed MD simulations using the POLI2VS model of water. As the lubrication mechanism is not affected by changes in the contact pressure or the use of different sliding materials, we investigate the ice–air interface as the simplest model system for the ice surface.

The MD simulations reveal that the surface dynamics is governed by two distinct types of water molecules: molecules with one donating (D) and two accepting (A) hydrogen bonds (notation: DAA) and molecules donating and accepting one hydrogen bond (DA). In the simulations, DAA-type water molecules lose a hydrogen bond with increasing temperature, thereby changing from DAA to DA. The presence of DAA and DA water molecules on the ice surface and their temperature dependence predicted by theory are in quantitative agreement with those of SFG experiments (Figure S4). This interconversion of energetically stable DAA water to more weakly interacting and thus less stable DA molecules entails an increase in the mobility of water molecules across the surface; a reduced number of hydrogen bonds lowers the energetic barrier for translational motion. We quantify the lateral mobility of the surface molecules and link it to macroscopic ice friction using the time evolution of the in-plane two-dimensional (2D)
mean-square displacement (MSD) of the DA water species at the topmost layer in the simulations

$$\text{MSD}(t) = \frac{\langle \theta(t)r(t) - r(0)^2 \rangle}{\langle \theta \rangle}$$

where $\theta(t)$ is 1 when a surface molecule has a free O–H group at time $t$ and 0 otherwise. While heating the ice from $-103$ to $-28^\circ C$, we see a marked increase in the MSD of the surface molecules (Figure 2a).

The high mobility of the surface molecules has two important consequences for the slipperiness of ice. First, such a high mobility allows water molecules to fill in any defects on the ice surface very rapidly. We demonstrate this here by manually making a scratch into the ice surface and look at its evolution using a high-resolution interferometer (Figure 3). It can be observed that even a very deep scratch (made manually with a screwdriver) is filled in by the surface diffusion in a matter of minutes. This makes the surface very smooth; generally smooth surfaces are slipperier than their rough counterparts. Together with the observation that there is no ploughing at low temperature, this is a first indication of why ice is slippery. The thermally driven high lateral mobility of water molecules on an ice surface has been demonstrated previously: experiments on the sintering of ice spheres (the Faraday experiment) have shown that macroscopic quantities of ice molecules can be transported over millimeter length scales on a time scale of minutes,$^{24}$ similar to our findings in this study. Furthermore, it has been established previously that surface molecules of solids can move at surprisingly high rates, and their dynamics has been compared to a giant atomic slide puzzle.$^{32}$ Taken together, these observations suggest that during the sliding motion on the ice shear is localized at these weakly bonded surface molecules and that their sliding ability determines the friction coefficient. If this were true, the friction coefficient should increase with increasing sliding speed whenever the mobility of the molecules becomes too low to follow the sliding motion. We observe this velocity strengthening effect in the low-temperature regime; the friction increases with increasing sliding speed (Figure 1b). Additionally, if surface mobility indeed facilitates the sliding, we would expect an inverse relation between friction and mobility: the higher the mobility, the lower the friction. This is exactly what we observe; in Figure 1a, where we plot the inverse diffusion coefficient, $D^{-1}(T)$,

$$D = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\langle \theta(t)r(t) - r(0)^2 \rangle}{4t\langle \theta \rangle}$$

together with the friction coefficient as a function of temperature.

Friction and mobility follow the same Arrhenius temperature dependence with an activation energy of $\Delta E \approx 11.5$ kJ mol$^{-1}$.
Normal force dependence of the friction force, glass-on-ice friction measurements, SFG experiments, friction experiments on monocrystalline ice, the ploughing model, ice stiffness and hardness, frictional heating, and details of the MD simulations (PDF)
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